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The main result of the paper is the following theorem. Let G be a locally ﬁnite
group containing a ﬁnite p-subgroup A such that CGA is ﬁnite and a non-cyclic
subgroup B of order p2 such that CGb has ﬁnite exponent for all b ∈ B#. Then G
is almost locally solvable and has ﬁnite exponent.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
If a group A acts by automorphisms on a group G, the set of ﬁxed points
under the action is denoted by CGA and called the centralizer of A in G.
It was proved in [9] that if A is a non-cyclic group of order p2 acting on
a ﬁnite p′-group G then the exponent of G is bounded by some function
depending only on p and the exponents of CGa, where a ranges through
A#, the set of non-trivial elements of A. As a corollary of the above result,
it was shown that ifG is a periodic almost locally solvable group all of whose
nilpotent subgroups have ﬁnite exponent, and if G contains an elementary
abelian subgroup A such that CGA is ﬁnite, then G has ﬁnite exponent.
We recall that a group is said to have almost a certain property if it has a
subgroup of ﬁnite index with that property.
One of the goals of this paper is to show that the latter result remains
valid if the assumption that G is a periodic almost locally solvable group is
replaced by the much weaker assumption that G is locally ﬁnite. This will
be deduced from the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a locally ﬁnite group containing a ﬁnite
p-subgroup A such that CGA is ﬁnite and a non-cyclic subgroup B of
order p2 such that CGb has ﬁnite exponent for all b ∈ B#. Then G is almost
locally solvable and has ﬁnite exponent.
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The proof of the above theorem uses the classiﬁcation of ﬁnite simple
groups and it seems unlikely that one could ﬁnd a proof that does not
use the classiﬁcation. One of the results on automorphisms of ﬁnite groups
obtained in this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let A be a ﬁnite p-group acting on a ﬁnite group G of
exponent e. Assume CGA ≤ m. Then G  SG is A em	-bounded.
Here SG denotes the solvable radical of the group G. This is the
product of all normal solvable subgroups or, equivalently, the maximal nor-
mal solvable subgroup of G. A quantity is said to be a b c   	-bounded
if it is bounded by a function depending only on the parameters a b c    .
It is a deep result of Hartley that if A in Theorem 1.2 is cyclic then the
bound on G  SG does not depend on e (but of course depends on
A and m) [4]. Examples of ﬁnite simple groups having a self-centralizing
four-subgroup [3] show that if A is not cyclic the bound cannot be taken
independent of e.
2. AUTOMORPHISMS OF GROUPS OF
BOUNDED EXPONENT
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group admitting a ﬁnite p-group of automor-
phisms A. Let N be a normal A-invariant locally ﬁnite subgroup of G.
(1) If N ≤ Op′ G then CG/NA = CGAN/N;
(2) If N is ﬁnite then CGAN/N has ﬁnite A N	-bounded index
in CG/NA.
Proof. The claim (1) is well known and can be deduced from the cor-
responding ﬁnite case by a straightforward local argument. We prove the
second claim. Let X be the full preimage of CG/NA in G. Then X nor-
malizes NA. Obviously CGA has A N	-bounded index in NGNA
so the lemma follows.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a ﬁnite p-group of exponent e admitting a p-group
of automorphisms A. Then the order of G is A CGA e	-bounded.
Proof. The order of any p-group of rank r and exponent e is e r	-
bounded (see, for example, [10, Lemma 2.2]). Hence, it is sufﬁcient to
show that the rank r of G is A CGA	-bounded. This can be done by
induction on A, the case A = p being immediate from [10, Lemma 4.1].
Let φ ∈ ZA be an element of prime order lying in the center of A. Let
C = CGφ. It is sufﬁcient to show that the rank of C is A CGA	-
bounded. The group A induces a p-group of automorphisms of C and the
order of the induced group is strictly less than that of A while its centralizer
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is precisely CGA. So by the inductive hypothesis we can assume that the
rank of C is A CGA	-bounded, as required.
The next two lemmas both are well-known corollaries of the classiﬁcation
of ﬁnite simple groups. Their proofs can be found in [12, Theorem 2] and
[13, 14], respectively.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a ﬁnite simple group of exponent e. Then the order
of G is e-bounded.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a ﬁnite group admitting a group of automorphisms
A such that A G = 1 and CGA = 1. Then G is solvable.
Lemma 2.5. Let G = S1 × S2 × · · · × Sk be a direct product of isomor-
phic non-abelian ﬁnite simple groups Si of exponent e. Assume that a ﬁnite
p-group A acts on G with at most m ﬁxed points. Then the order of G is
A em	-bounded.
Proof. Let Ti be the minimal A-invariant subgroup of G containing Si.
Then G = T1 × T2 × · · · × Tr for some r ≤ k. By Lemma 2.4, CTiA = 1
so it follows that r ≤ m. Obviously, each Ti is a direct product of at most
A copies of S1. In view of Lemma 2.3 this immediately shows that Ti has
A e	-bounded order and the lemma follows.
Lemma 2.6. Let p be a prime, and A a ﬁnite p-group acting on a
ﬁnite p′-group G of exponent e. Assume CGA ≤ m. Then G  SG is
A em	-bounded.
Proof. We use induction on m. Let T be the product of all A-invariant
normal subgroups N of G such that CNA = 1. Then CT A = 1 and T is
solvable by Lemma 2.4. Hence, it is sufﬁcient to prove the lemma for the
quotient G/T in place of G so we assume that T = 1. Let M be a min-
imal normal A-invariant subgroup of G. Since CMA = 1, by the induc-
tive hypothesis G/M  SG/M is A em	-bounded so we assume that
G/M is solvable andM is a direct product of isomorphic non-abelian simple
groups. We now conclude by Lemma 2.5 that M is A em	-bounded.
Then so is G  CGM and obviously CGM is solvable.
Proof of Theorem 12 Let P be an A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of
G. Lemma 2.2 shows that the order of P is A em	-bounded so we
will use induction on P. We assume that P = 1 since the case P = 1
is immediate from Lemma 2.6. In fact Lemma 2.6 shows that it is sufﬁ-
cient to prove the theorem for G/Op′ G in place of G so we can assume
Op′ G = 1. Let M be a minimal normal A-invariant subgroup of G. Then
M is either a p-group or a direct product of isomorphic non-abelian simple
groups. In any case M is A em	-bounded (use the observation that P
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is A em	-bounded and Lemma 2.5). Then CG/MA has A em	-
bounded order by Lemma 2.1. We now remark that the order of a Sylow
p-subgroup of G/M is strictly less than that of P and so, by the induc-
tive hypothesis, G/M  SG/M is A em	-bounded. Thus, without
any loss of generality, we can assume that G/M is solvable. Since M has
A em	-bounded order, the theorem follows.
A simple inverse limit argument along the lines of Kegel and Wehrfritz
[6, p. 54] yields the following corollary.
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a locally ﬁnite group of ﬁnite exponent con-
taining a ﬁnite p-subgroup whose centralizer is ﬁnite. Then G is almost locally
solvable.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Lemma 3.1. Let m be a positive integer, and G an abelian group acted on
by an elementary group B of order p2. Assume CGb has exponent dividing
m for all b ∈ B#. Then the exponent of G divides p2m.
Proof. It is convenient to use the additive notation and view G as a B-
module. Let ω be a primitive pth root of unity and setM = G⊗ω. Then
in a natural way M can be viewed as a B-module, too. Choose a couple
of generators αβ of B. Set Mi = x ∈ Mαx = ωix	 and Mij = x ∈ Mi
βx = ωjx	; 0 ≤ i j ≤ p − 1. Obviously, each Mij is contained in CMb
for some b ∈ B#. Since CMb = CGb ⊗ ω, it follows that mMij = 0
for all 0 ≤ i j ≤ p− 1. On the other hand pM ≤M0 +M1 +   Mp−1 and
pMi ≤ Mi0 +Mi1 +   Mip−1 [8, Lemma 4.1.1]. Thus, p2M ≤
∑
ij Mij . It
follows that mp2M = 0 and so the exponent of G divides p2m.
Following [6] we say that a group G satisﬁes the condition min-p if G
satisﬁes the minimal condition for p-subgroups. For a locally ﬁnite group
G this happens if and only if any p-subgroup of G is Cˇernikov [6, 1.E.6].
We will require the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a locally ﬁnite group containing a ﬁnite p-subgroup
A such that CGA satisﬁes min-p. Then G satisﬁes min-p.
Proof. This will be by induction on A. Assume that A ≥ p. Let a ∈
ZA be a non-trivial element in the center of A and set H = CGa. It
follows from [6, Corollary 3.3.2] that it is sufﬁcient to show that H satisﬁes
min-p. The quotient H/a contains the subgroup A/a whose centralizer
in H satisﬁes min-p (use, for example, Lemma 2.1). Thus, by the inductive
hypothesis, we conclude that H/a satisﬁes min-p and so does H.
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Proof of Theorem 11 We know from Lemma 3.2 thatG satisﬁes min-p.
It follows that G possesses a maximal p-subgroup P that contains a conju-
gate of every ﬁnite p-subgroup of G [6, Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.11].
Without any loss of generality it will be assumed that both A and B are
subgroups of P . Further, replacing if necessary A by AB we assume that
B ≤ A. Since P is a Cˇernikov group, it follows that P contains a charac-
teristic divisible abelian subgroup P0 of ﬁnite index. Combining Lemma 3.1
with the fact that CP0b has ﬁnite exponent for any b ∈ B#, we conclude
that P0 has ﬁnite exponent. Since P0 is also divisible, it has to be trivial.
Thus, the group G has ﬁnite Sylow p-subgroups.
We know from Corollary 2.7 that it is sufﬁcient to prove that G has
ﬁnite exponent. This will be shown by induction on the order of a Sylow
p-subgroup of G. Assume that G is a counterexample to the theorem. By
[9, Theorem 1], Op′ G has ﬁnite exponent and therefore, by Corollary 2.7,
is almost locally solvable. Using Lemma 2.1 we can pass to the quotient
G/Op′ G so it will be assumed that Op′ G = 1. Since Sylow p-subgroups
of G are ﬁnite, it follows that G possesses a minimal normal subgroup N .
Clearly, N contains elements of order p. If N is ﬁnite we use Lemma 2.1
and apply the inductive hypothesis to the quotient G/N , whence the result
is immediate. So we assume that N is inﬁnite. We can further assume that
N is of inﬁnite exponent. Indeed, if N is of ﬁnite exponent, Corollary 2.7
together with the minimality of N shows that N is locally solvable. In this
case the maximal p′-subgroups (Hall p′-subgroups) of N have ﬁnite index,
whence N  Op′ N < ∞. Since Op′ N ≤ Op′ G = 1, we obtain a con-
tradiction. Therefore N is of inﬁnite exponent, and thus the product NA
is also a counterexample to the theorem. Then, by the induction hypothe-
sis, all p-elements of G are contained in NA. It becomes clear that NA is
precisely the subgroup generated by all p-elements of G.
We can now repeat the above argument with NA in place of G. It fol-
lows that if T is a minimal A-invariant normal subgroup of N then TA is
generated by all p-elements of G and therefore N = T . We conclude that
N = S1 × S2 × · · · × Sk, where the Si are isomorphic non-abelian inﬁnite
simple groups transitively permuted by A. Let A0 be the stabilizer in A
of S1. Then, of course, CS1A0 ∼= CNA. Thus CS1A0 is ﬁnite. Similarly,
it is not difﬁcult to see that for any b ∈ B# the centralizer CS1b ∩A0
has the same exponent as CNb. Hence, we may assume that B ≤ A0. The
theorem is now reduced to the case that N is simple.
A simple inﬁnite locally ﬁnite group having a ﬁnite Sylow p-subgroup
is linear [6, Chap. 4] and therefore it is of Lie type over some locally
ﬁnite ﬁeld of characteristic distinct from p. The latter assertion was proved
independently in [1, 2, 5, 11]. Any p-automorphism of such a group ﬁxes
elements of prime order q for inﬁnitely many primes q [4, Theorem C].
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This yields a ﬁnal contradiction since CNb has ﬁnite exponent for any
b ∈ B#.
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a locally ﬁnite group in which every nilpotent
subgroup has ﬁnite exponent. Suppose that G has an elementary abelian sub-
group A such that CGA is ﬁnite. Then G is almost locally solvable and has
ﬁnite exponent.
Proof. Obviously A is ﬁnite so we will argue by induction on A. If A
is prime then G has an element of prime order whose centralizer is ﬁnite.
It follows that G has a nilpotent subgroup of ﬁnite index [7] which, by the
hypothesis, must be of ﬁnite exponent. Assume A is non-cyclic. Choose
1 = a ∈ A and set H = CGa. Let A0 be a complement of a in A.
Then CHA0 = CGA and so the inductive hypothesis tells us that H has
ﬁnite exponent. Thus, CGa has ﬁnite exponent for any a ∈ A#. Since A
is non-cyclic, the result follows from Theorem 1.1.
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